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Abstract

We construct a novel database containing hundreds of thousands geotagged messages

related to the COVID-19 pandemic sent on Twitter. We create a daily index of social distanc-

ing—at the state level—to capture social distancing beliefs by analyzing the number of

tweets containing keywords such as “stay home”, “stay safe”, “wear mask”, “wash hands”

and “social distancing”. We find that an increase in the Twitter index of social distancing on

day t-1 is associated with a decrease in mobility on day t. We also find that state orders, an

increase in the number of COVID-19 cases, precipitation and temperature contribute to

reducing human mobility. Republican states are also less likely to enforce social distancing.

Beliefs shared on social networks could both reveal the behavior of individuals and influence

the behavior of others. Our findings suggest that policy makers can use geotagged Twitter

data—in conjunction with mobility data—to better understand individual voluntary social dis-

tancing actions.

1 Introduction

Social distancing policies reduce social interactions and ultimately COVID-19 infections. Epi-

demiologists such as [1] estimate that the implementation of social distancing—including case

isolation, household quarantine and school and workplace closures—could halve the number

of deaths in the United Kingdom and the United States. A growing body of literature has

linked policy interventions with social distancing [2–4] and the latter with the spread of con-

tamination [5]. While evidence shows that government interventions decrease the size of the

pandemic and redistribute the number of cases over time, little empirical research has explored

the impact of beliefs on social distancing [6].

In this paper, we contribute to the emerging literature studying differences in social dis-

tancing across the United States during the COVID-19 pandemic. We proxy for the beliefs of

agents by creating a Twitter index of social distancing based on geotagged tweets posted

between February and June 2020. Twitter-based measures [7]—like newspaper-based mea-

sures [8] or Google search trends [9]—are considered good proxies for the perceptions and

feelings of households. Moreover, collecting tweets avoids the small-sample biases that can be

found in most studies based on questionnaires. Previous work using social network data
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shows that they successfully predict some economic outcomes [10], disease outbreaks [11] or

happiness [9].

We relate our Twitter index of social distancing to measures of mobility computed by Goo-

gle at the state level for 49 US States We remove Alaska and Hawaii from our analysis, and we

include Washington, D.C., controlling for the dates of implementation of the various state

orders (stay-at-home orders, school closures and nonessential business closures). We find

strong evidence that differences in the Twitter index of social distancing correlate with differ-

ences in mobility between states, even after controlling for the various dates of implementa-

tions of state orders, rainfall, temperature and the number of new COVID-19 cases. Our

results show that a substantial voluntary response of agents cannot be explained by govern-

ment responses to the COVID-19 outbreak.

The results of the paper are of interest for researchers working on spatial differentiation in

the human response to social distancing. A range of papers have studied the relationship

between social capital and social distancing in the United States. [12] show that measures of

social capital, such as community engagement, moderate the effect of statewide mobility

restrictions on social distancing. For example, community engagement implies greater costs of

social distancing and decreases the impact of stay-at-home orders on social distancing. [13]

use civic capital as a moderator of stay-at-home orders to explain compelled social distancing

in the US, at both the individual and country level, and in Europe. They find that a higher

sense of civic duty leads to greater compliance with social distancing rules, even after the end

of a domestic lockdown.

More related to our paper, [6] model differences in beliefs and attitudes as resulting from

messages on the crisis from both political leaders and the media. They use survey data and

show that Republicans and Democrats engage in social distancing to different extents. Their

theoretical model is also validated by [14, 15], who study the impact of Fox News on stay-at-

home behaviors and show that greater exposure leads to less compliance with social distancing.

The impact of political preferences on attitudes during the COVID-19 pandemic is also con-

firmed by [16] who find that Democrats are more likely to stay at home and to switch to

remote spending after state orders are implemented. The present paper contributes to the liter-

ature on the impact of media on compliance with social distancing rules, as social media not

only signals the behavior or sentiment of the population but also has an impact on readers.

The paper is also related to a growing body of literature on the impact of COVID-19 on

household uncertainty. [8] document a huge increase in uncertainty before and after the

COVID-19 pandemic, using various indicators of economic uncertainty, including newspaper

scraping and measures from expectations surveys. In the same vein, [17] construct a Twitter-

based economic uncertainty index scraping worldwide tweets containing the keywords ‘eco-

nomic’ and ‘uncertainty’ in the first semester of 2020 to obtain alternative measures of eco-

nomic policy uncertainty to measure volatility. Our Twitter-based measure of social

distancing captures concerns by the population at the state level, and the methodology we use

can be replicated by researchers seeking to study the effect of information on behaviors during

COVID-19 in different countries. Our Twitter-based measure of social distancing is available

online: https://github.com/simonporcher/Twitter_Index_Social_Distancing_US.

Finally, the paper is of interest for researchers working on well-being in the era of COVID-

19. [9] study the impact of lockdown policies on happiness, as measured by keyword searches

in Google Trends, in Europe and America. They find that people’s mental health may have

been severely affected by the lockdown. The paper that is the closest to ours is that by [18].

They study mobility in 89 cities worldwide as an outcome of fear measured by Google search

data, some measures of social preferences and government lockdowns. They find that both

lockdown policies and fear have a negative effect on mobility. Our paper contributes to this
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stream of the literature by using Twitter-based scraped data, rather than Google Trends data,

which give only relative numbers rather than absolute numbers. The advantage of scraping is

that it allows us to obtain the absolute numbers and to select the most appropriate tweets

related to social distancing. Google Trends does not allow us to create an alternative Google

index sorting out search terms that are correlated with a given term but not having the same

meaning (e.g., fear and the TV show “Fear Factor”).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 present the data and

the method, respectively. Section 4 introduces the results, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Data

2.1 Mobility

We use daily Community Mobility Reports data from Google as a proxy for social distancing.

The reports chart movement trends over time by geography, across different categories of

places such as retail and recreation, groceries and pharmacies, parks, transit stations, work-

places, and residential areas. The mobile location data—anonymized and aggregated at the

state level in the United States—are available since Feb 15, 2020, and show how visitors to cate-

gorized places change compared to the baseline period of Jan 3 to Feb 6, 2020 (before the

COVID-19 outbreak). The residential category shows a change in time spent at home and is

the main variable to assess social distancing. The five other categories measure the change in

total visitors to categorized places. The data exhibit large differences over time and space, both

in levels and in variations. Note that visits to some places, like parks and transit stations, are

highly influenced by holidays or physical proximity to these places.

2.2 Twitter data

We use geotagged messages from Twitter to capture beliefs at the state level. We focus on the

state level instead of the county level, as the number of tweets we collect was too low to con-

struct a reliable daily indicator of information at the county level. To construct our database,

we use a web scraping tool, and we extract all tweets containing the following keywords: “stay

home”, “stay safe”, “save lives”, “wash hands”, “wear mask” and “social distancing”. We also

consider variants of those terms and hashtags such as #StayHome. We find that the number of

messages protesting against social distancing measures is very low: the percentage of tweets

containing keywords or hashtags such as #ReOpenAmerica, #LockdownProtest (or related

keywords) represents less than 1% of all tweets in our sample. As more than 99% of the tweets

containing social distancing keywords are encouraging social distancing, we do not use a senti-

ment analysis algorithm to derive the polarity of each message.

We focus our attention on geotagged tweets—messages for which the location of the user is

known—to construct a daily indicator of social distancing beliefs at the state level. We define

TwitterSDs,t as the number of tweets about social distancing sent by users located in state s on

day t for 100,000 inhabitants:

TwitterSDs;t ¼
NumberofSocialDistancingTweets;t

Populations
� 100; 000 ð1Þ

As tweets with higher numbers of likes, retweets and replies could have a greater impact on

the reduction of mobility, we also construct a weighted Twitter-based index by weighting each

message encouraging social distancing by the logarithm of 1 plus its number of likes (or
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retweets or likes):

TwitterSD Likess;t ¼
ln ð1þ NumberofLikesofSocialDistancingTweets;tÞ

Populations

� 100; 000 ð2Þ

Twitter is widely used across the United States: there is a total of nearly 50 million monthly

active Twitter users in the US, and 20 million Twitter users are on the platform daily. Further-

more, users on Twitter mostly follow users from the same metropolitan area. According to

[19], 39 percent of ties connect users within the same regional cluster. This suggests that users

in a given state are more exposed to the tweets and beliefs of other users located in the same

state. One of the main drawbacks of using data from Twitter is that geotagged tweets are not

representative of the US population: the Twitter population is biased towards higher incomes

and urban areas [20], and geotagged tweets are written more often by young people and by

women [21]. While we acknowledge that this could limit the generalizability of our findings,

we add state fixed effects, and we focus on variation across states and over time to limit the

bias due to the specific sample of Twitter users.

Geotagged messages only represent 1 to 2% of all messages sent on Twitter every day. How-

ever, given the very large number of messages sent every day on the platform (approximately

500 million tweets), we still obtain a large database of 402,005 messages containing at least one

social distancing keyword sent between February 15 and May 31, 2020. Tweets in our sample

have an average of 9.21 likes, 1.84 retweets and 0.62 replies. Fig A1 in S1 File shows the evolu-

tion of the total number of tweets related to social distancing during our sample period. We

observe that the number of tweets increases sharply during the second week of March—a

week, coinciding with the declaration by the World Health Organization stating that the

COVID-19 outbreak was effectively a pandemic and with a structural break in mobility series

identified by [22].

2.3 Controls

We used epidemiological data from the Center for Systems Science and Engineering (CSSE) at

Johns Hopkins University. We compute the number of new COVID-19 cases per 100,000

inhabitants for each state and day. We also consider the number of deaths per 100,000 inhabi-

tants, and we find similar results. We also consider state-level social distancing policies from

[23]. The dataset includes a wide set of policies, such as restrictions on gatherings, school clo-

sures, stay-at-home orders, and nonessential business closures. We create a dummy variable

by state to indicate whether any of the previous policies were in place on a given date. We con-

sider the date of policy enactment. We also create a variable to capture political polarization by

considering the percentage of Trump votes by state during the 2016 election. Finally, we use

environmental data from the National Centers for Environmental Information to control for

daily rainfall and temperature in each state. We use the average level of rainfall and the average

maximum temperature by considering observations from all weather stations located in each

state.

3 Methods

We use a simple causal framework in which individuals make their behavioral decisions based

on the marginal benefits and costs of interaction [24], which depends on their beliefs and the

information they have. The COVID-19 outbreak increases the marginal costs of social interac-

tion by increasing the probability of infection. This probability of infection is localized and dif-

fers across geographic areas. We estimate the following OLS model that summarizes our
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conceptual framework:

Mobilitys;t ¼ b1TwitterSDs;t� 1 þ b2CovidCasess;t� 1 þ Xs;t þ ds þ dd;t þ �s;t ð3Þ

where β1 captures the effect of our Twitter social distancing (SD) index. The results are similar

when we consider TwitterSDs,t instead of TwitterSDs,t−1. We choose to use the lagged value of

our Twitter index in an effort to limit the reverse causality between time spent at home and the

number of tweets sent (as users might tweet more when they have more spare time). CovidCa-
sess,t−1 is the number of new COVID-19 cases in state s on day t-1. We consider the variable in

t-1 as on a given day t, only the number of COVID-19 cases in t-1 is known. Xs,t is a vector of

state-level time-varying controls including average temperature and rainfall, and state-level

social distancing policies. External factors, such as weather conditions, affect the marginal ben-

efits and costs of social interaction. By the same token, government policies implemented to

increase the costs of social interaction are important drivers of social distancing. δs controls for

all time-invariant state characteristics, such as population density, preferences or income. For

example, different communities have different preferences in terms of social interactions and

risky behaviors. Thus, the marginal cost of social distancing depends on how much people

value outside gatherings, traveling or working from home, and on their private risk of infec-

tion, e.g., whether they suffer from chronic diseases or the number of COVID-19 cases in the

community. δd,t is the interaction of division and day fixed-effects. The division are the nine

geographic divisions from the United States Census Bureau. In alternative specifications, we

use the 4 US regions (Northeast, Midwest, South, West) to run robustness checks. This interac-

tion controls for time-varying division characteristics as well as all time-varying national and

international factors.

The use of robust standard errors clustered at the state-level allows to control for heterosce-

dasticity and autocorrelation. A usual drawback of ordinary least squares is that it does not

control for omitted variables and that serial correlation might be present. We overcome these

two drawbacks by using various fixed effects and clustered standard errors at the state level to

control for potential correlation between observations within states. By the same token, we

control for heteroscedasticity by using robust standard errors. In robustness checks, we run

the baseline model with different computation of the standard errors controlling for heterosce-

dasticity and autocorrelation. We first use consistent standard errors developed by [25] which

are useful to control for autocorrelation in pooled ordinary least squares with panel data. We

then use standard errors developed by [26]. The error structure provided by [26] is assumed to

be heteroscedastic and robust to all forms of cross-sectional and temporal dependence. Their

model is particularly useful when the time dimension is larger than the number of groups, as

in our sample. While these alternative computations might be informative of the presence of

autocorrelation, they do not alter the quality of our baseline results as we already assume het-

eroscedasticity and autocorrelation by the use of state-level clustered robust standard errors.

As we are using panel data, we checked for potential correlations and multicollinearity

between our key independent variables. A table of correlation is reported in Table B1 in S1

File. There is no strong correlation between the main independent variables TwitterSD and

new COVID-19 cases. The strongest correlations are observed between policy interventions as

they are usually implemented at the same time and within the same state. Table B2 in S1 File

reports the variance inflation factor for different independent variables used in the baseline

model. The mean variance inflation factor is 2.65 which is relatively low [27]. Most variable

are moderately correlated with a variance inflation factor inferior to 5. The variable with the

highest variance inflation factors is school closure (13.89). The collinear variables are control
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variables and are not collinear with the independent variables of interest, so that the coeffi-

cients of TwitterSD is not affected.

4 Results

Our baseline results are reported in Table 1. The first column reports the OLS model for resi-

dential mobility, and columns (2) to (6) show the results for mobility in various places. All

models include stated fixed effects and division×time fixed effects. We find that the coefficient

of our Twitter index of social distancing is positive in column (1) and negative in columns (2)

to (6). One additional tweet encouraging social distancing per 100,000 inhabitants—which

represents an increase of approximately 0.66 standard deviations—is associated with an

increase in time spent at home of approximately 0.3%. The absolute size of the coefficient is on

average lower for residential mobility, as the residential category shows a change in duration,

while the other categories measure a change in total visitors. As people already spend a large

portion of their time at home (even outside the COVID-19 period), the capacity for variation

is limited. We also find that the magnitude of the effect is approximately three times larger for

mobility to workplaces, transit stations and national parks than for mobility to retail areas and

grocery stores. All of the other variables are of the expected sign: the number of COVID-19

Table 1. Baseline model—Impact of the Twitter index of social distancing on mobility.

VARIABLES [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

Residential Workplaces Grocery and pharmacy Retail and recreation Transit stations Parks

TwitterSDt−1 0.295��� -0.827��� -0.235� -0.319�� -1.047��� -1.141���

(0.0570) (0.115) (0.129) (0.152) (0.201) (0.378)

CovidCasest−1 0.0927��� -0.150��� -0.118�� -0.227��� -0.256��� -0.598���

(0.0204) (0.0407) (0.0551) (0.0726) (0.0935) (0.216)

Stay-at-home Orders 1.012��� -2.075��� -3.179��� -2.759�� -6.864��� -14.13��

(0.350) (0.710) (0.867) (1.136) (2.079) (5.806)

School Closures 0.232 -0.306 -0.560 -1.912 0.00216 -2.684

(0.270) (0.654) (1.030) (1.315) (0.971) (4.335)

Gathering restrictions 0.251 -1.244��� 0.695 -1.043 0.917 7.423

(0.229) (0.455) (0.755) (1.002) (1.853) (6.092)

Business closures 0.385 -0.924 -0.644 -1.779 0.676 6.328

(0.569) (1.048) (1.380) (1.577) (2.480) (6.933)

Precipitations 0.00290��� -0.00191 -0.00313� -0.00312 -0.00329 -0.0534���

(0.000658) (0.00129) (0.00160) (0.00202) (0.00277) (0.0123)

Temperature -0.0118��� 0.00612�� 0.0367��� 0.0267��� 0.0277�� 0.316���

(0.00144) (0.00294) (0.00433) (0.00515) (0.0110) (0.0300)

Constant -1.061��� -0.501 -2.850 7.895�� 8.187��� 14.04

(0.389) (1.292) (3.436) (3.328) (1.981) (13.65)

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Division�Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,183

# Variables 1,001 1,001 1,001 1,001 1,001 1,001

R-squared 0.975 0.981 0.920 0.967 0.945 0.824

Note: All models are OLS regressions with state fixed effects and division�time fixed effects. Model (1) uses the time spent at home from Google Mobility as a dependent

variable. Models (2) to (5) use Google Mobility data for various venues as dependent variables. The Twitter index of social distancing and new cases are lagged by one

day. State-level clustered robust standard errors in parentheses with ��� p<0.01, �� p<0.05, � p<0.1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246949.t001
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cases that proxies for the marginal infection probability decreases all types of mobility (or

increases the time spent at home), rainfall increases time spent home and decreases mobility to

parks and grocery stores, and temperatures decrease time spent at home and increase mobility

to other places. As expected, stay-at-home orders have a large and significant effect on mobil-

ity. Other social distancing measures, such as school closures, nonessential business closures,

and gathering restrictions, do not significantly impact mobility when we include stay-at-home

orders and division�time fixed effects. Although these controls attenuate the effect of the Twit-

ter index of social distancing to some degree, the latter remains significant in all specifications.

Table 2 presents our results when we weight tweets by the number of likes, the number

retweets or the number of replies. Column (1) reports the results of the baseline model. Col-

umns (2), (3) and (4) report the results of the model using the Twitter index of social distanc-

ing weighted by the number of likes, retweets and replies, respectively. The Twitter indices are

Table 2. Tweet weighted model—Baseline model compared with tweets weighted by likes, retweets and replies.

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)

Residential Residential Residential Residential

z_TwitterSDt−1 0.435���

(0.0841)

z_TwitterSD_Likest−1 0.292���

(0.0532)

z_TwitterSD_Retweetst−1 0.292���

(0.0403)

z_TwitterSD_Repliest−1 0.281���

(0.0425)

CovidCasest−1 0.0927��� 0.0944��� 0.0938��� 0.0941���

(0.0204) (0.0205) (0.0202) (0.0202)

Stay-at-home Orders 1.012��� 1.004��� 1.011��� 0.992���

(0.350) (0.347) (0.345) (0.344)

School Closures 0.232 0.234 0.203 0.250

(0.270) (0.272) (0.270) (0.273)

Gathering Restrictions 0.251 0.270 0.274 0.277

(0.229) (0.227) (0.229) (0.225)

Business Closures 0.385 0.403 0.400 0.407

(0.569) (0.577) (0.574) (0.574)

Precipitations 0.00290��� 0.00293��� 0.00295��� 0.00294���

(0.000658) (0.000645) (0.000657) (0.000630)

Temperature -0.0118��� -0.0120��� -0.0120��� -0.0120���

(0.00144) (0.00145) (0.00146) (0.00146)

Constant -0.753� -0.873�� -0.894�� -0.881��

(0.393) (0.399) (0.399) (0.403)

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Division�Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194

# Variables 1,001 1,001 1,001 1,001

R-squared 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.975

Note: All models are OLS regressions with state fixed effects and division�time fixed effect and use the time spent at home from Google Mobility. The Twitter indices of

social distancing—SocialDistancingTweets, SocialDistancingTweets_likes, SocialDistancingTweets_retweets, SocialDistancingTweets_replies—are standardized and lagged

by one day. New COVID-19 cases are also lagged by one day. State-level clustered robust standard errors in parentheses with ��� p<0.01, �� p<0.05, � p<0.1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246949.t002
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standardized to ensure comparability across the different specifications. The results are only

presented for time spent at home to illustrate the impact of the weighted Twitter indices. The

results for the other types of mobility are reported in Table B3 in S1 Appendix. We find that

the effects are relatively similar when we use weighted tweets instead of unweighted tweets.

The relative signs of the coefficients of our baseline measure and the weighted measures sug-

gest that the relation between the number of messages related to social distancing and the

observed reduction in mobility is mostly driven by self-disclosed beliefs rather than by the

influence of local tweets on other users’ behavior. This result might also be driven by the fact

that social media tends to favor online “bubbles”: users on Twitter are exposed primarily to

ideologically similar information [28], and thus, the influence of tweets encouraging social dis-

tancing sent by individual users might be limited.

An important control for beliefs is partisanship. Table 3 presents the results when we add

an interaction between the share of Republican votes in the 2016 US presidential election and

stay-at-home orders. We find—as in [6]—that states with a larger share of Republican votes in

2016 tend to enforce less social distancing. The interaction is significant in all specifications

and has an opposite sign to stay-at-home orders. A greater share of Republican votes decreases

Table 3. Baseline model with an interaction between stay-home orders and Republicans votes.

VARIABLES [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

Residential Workplaces Grocery and pharmacy Retail and recreation Transit stations Parks

TwitterSDt−1 0.351��� -0.930��� -0.348�� -0.466�� -1.239��� -1.502���

(0.0444) (0.0893) (0.159) (0.215) (0.176) (0.382)

CovidCasest−1 0.0572��� -0.0849��� -0.0468 -0.134��� -0.136�� -0.371��

(0.0133) (0.0226) (0.0356) (0.0430) (0.0650) (0.180)

Stay-at-home Orders 6.940��� -12.95��� -15.01��� -18.12��� -26.99��� -51.84���

(0.780) (1.493) (1.872) (2.655) (4.322) (10.95)

Stay-at-home Orders � Rep -11.93��� 21.89��� 23.81��� 30.90��� 40.49��� 75.93���

(1.237) (2.412) (3.049) (5.165) (7.333) (16.49)

School Closures 0.122 -0.106 -0.341 -1.629 0.373 -1.991

(0.283) (0.700) (1.142) (1.509) (1.212) (4.742)

Gathering restrictions 0.390� -1.500��� 0.417 -1.404 0.444 6.532

(0.200) (0.427) (0.786) (0.985) (1.852) (6.129)

Business closures 0.239 -0.655 -0.351 -1.399 1.175 7.243

(0.409) (0.754) (1.115) (1.164) (2.046) (6.434)

Precipitations 0.00267��� -0.00150 -0.00268 -0.00254 -0.00253 -0.0519���

(0.000726) (0.00140) (0.00170) (0.00210) (0.00304) (0.0125)

Temperature -0.0116��� 0.00580�� 0.0364��� 0.0263��� 0.0271�� 0.315���

(0.00148) (0.00281) (0.00430) (0.00521) (0.0110) (0.0306)

Constant -1.968��� 1.164 -1.039 10.25��� 11.27��� 19.82

(0.242) (0.985) (3.137) (2.874) (1.559) (13.02)

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Division�Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,183

# Variables 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002 1,002

R-squared 0.979 0.983 0.926 0.971 0.950 0.828

Note: All models are OLS regressions with state fixed effects and division�time fixed effects. Model (1) uses the time spent at home from Google Mobility as a dependent

variable. Models (2) to (5) use Google Mobility data for various venues as a dependent variable. The Twitter index of social distancing and new cases are lagged by one

day. State-level clustered robust standard errors in parentheses with ��� p<0.01, �� p<0.05, � p<0.1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246949.t003
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the impact of stay-at-home orders on mobility. This validates the intuition that the perception

of risk differs significantly based on the partisanship of the community. Intuitively, Republi-

cans might be more attached to individual freedom than to state action, while Democrats

might overreact to state orders. We also interact our Twitter-based indicator with the share of

Republican votes in the 2016 US presidential election. The interaction is not significant, sug-

gesting that the effect is similar for both Democrats and Republicans. The coefficient on the

Twitter index of social distancing remains stable and is even slightly higher when partisanship

is added.

We finally run several robustness checks. Table 4 presents the same model as in Table 3

with various geographic and time fixed effects. The sign and magnitude of the coefficients of

social distancing tweets on the time spent at home are similar to those in Tables 2 and 3, rang-

ing between 0.351 and 1.134. The models including only geographic fixed effects yield

upward-biased coefficients, while the models including both time and regional fixed effects

yield coefficients that are more representative of the real impact of beliefs on mobility, as indi-

viduals tend to adapt their behavior in terms of mobility but also on Twitter over time.

Table 4. Regression with different combinations set of fixed-effects.

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Residential Residential Residential Residential Residential Residential

TwitterSDt−1 1.029�� 0.499��� 1.134�� 0.361��� 0.351��� 0.374���

(0.411) (0.124) (0.443) (0.0522) (0.0444) (0.0412)

CovidCasest−1 0.0906��� 0.122��� 0.0433� 0.0658��� 0.0572��� 0.0642���

(0.0311) (0.0256) (0.0247) (0.0147) (0.0133) (0.0159)

Stay-at-home Orders 8.808��� 9.419��� 9.514��� 7.121��� 6.940��� 7.326���

(1.135) (1.000) (0.922) (0.732) (0.780) (0.604)

Stay-at-home Orders � Rep -11.48��� -14.49��� -13.78��� -11.97��� -11.93��� -12.26���

(2.036) (1.829) (1.677) (1.246) (1.237) (1.070)

School Closures 9.670��� 0.241 9.238��� 0.189 0.122 0.274

(0.878) (0.426) (0.929) (0.337) (0.283) (0.289)

Gathering Restrictions 1.425� -0.00126 2.475��� 0.313 0.390� 0.327

(0.794) (0.451) (0.722) (0.241) (0.200) (0.205)

Business Closures 0.0256 0.141 1.064�� 0.457 0.239 0.389

(0.536) (0.473) (0.498) (0.373) (0.409) (0.352)

Precipitations 0.00739��� 0.00399��� 0.00731��� 0.00449��� 0.00267��� 0.00372���

(0.00104) (0.000972) (0.000886) (0.000534) (0.000726) (0.000582)

Temperature -0.0143��� -0.00567�� -0.0203��� -0.00999��� -0.0116��� -0.0125���

(0.00235) (0.00227) (0.00225) (0.000902) (0.00148) (0.00120)

Constant 1.653��� -0.304 3.343��� -0.324 4.843��� 4.917���

(0.339) (0.202) (0.482) (0.304) (0.731) (0.525)

Observations 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194 5,194

# Variables 9 114 57 162 1,002 477

R-squared 0.723 0.943 0.753 0.964 0.979 0.973

Time fixed-effects NO YES NO YES NO NO

State fixed effects NO NO YES YES YES YES

Region�time fixed effects NO NO NO NO YES NO

Division�time fixed effects NO NO NO NO NO YES

Note: All models are OLS regressions and uses the time spent at home from Google Mobility. The Twitter index of social distancing and new cases are lagged by one

day. State-level clustered robust standard errors in parentheses with ��� p<0.01, �� p<0.05, � p<0.1.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0246949.t004
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Further robustness checks are reported in Tables B4 and B5 in S1 File. Table B4 in S1 File

reports the results of a fixed-effects model using the standard errors as computed by [25] and

[26]. Given the number of time period in our sample, we consider the optimal lag length of 4

as defined by [26]. The coefficients of the Twitter index of social distancing remain significant

to explain time spent at home, visits to workplaces and transit stations. The results from this

table indicates that autocorrelation might be present but it does not alter the overall quality of

the baseline results as we control for autocorrelation by using robust standard errors which are

clustered at the State-level. Table B5 in S1 File reports the results of two specifications. In the

upper part of the table, we use an autoregressive model with two lags for the Twitter index of

social distancing and COVID-19 cases and we include one lag of the dependent variable as an

independent variable. The magnitude of the coefficient of the Twitter index of social distanc-

ing logically decreases but the sign of the coefficient remains the same as in the baseline results.

The coefficient has the expected sign in all specifications and is significant in most specifica-

tions. In the lower part of the table, we use the first difference of the continuous variables—

Mobility, the Twitter index of social distancing, COVID-19 cases, and weather variables—to

control the stability of the baseline results. The magnitude of the coefficient of the Twitter

index is relatively lower than in the baseline results but remains significant for all specifications

except transit stations and parks. The Twitter index has particularly a significant impact on

time spent at home, the number of visitors of workplaces, retail and recreation and groceries

and pharmacies. These categories of mobility are particularly interesting because their evolu-

tion reflects changes due to the pandemic rather than changes due to seasonal movements or

proximity to the places. On the contrary, visits to parks for example, are more dependent on

other factors, such as proximity to such places, or seasonal movements.

5 Conclusion

The results of the paper show evidence that beliefs shared on Twitter are correlated with

mobility at the state level. Revealed beliefs related to social distancing on Twitter are positively

correlated with the practice of social distancing at the state level. The effects remain significant

and stable in magnitude when we control for additional factors. The results of this paper are

helpful to disentangle the effects of voluntary responses based on beliefs from the effects of

government decisions to implement social distancing policies. Social networks such as Twitter

reveal the beliefs of individuals about social distancing and are a good indicator of their will-

ingness to comply with containment policies. The results also show some differences in the

magnitude of alternative Twitter indices considering the number of likes, tweets and replies.

The evidence does not permit us to ultimately pin down the network effects of self-revealed

beliefs on the beliefs and behaviors of other individuals and opens avenues for further

research.

Our analysis has policy implications for flattening the curve. The results suggest that the

impact of voluntary responses, based on beliefs and available information, on mobility is

important and observed across states. Our results demonstrate the importance of accounting

for human beliefs in designing containment policies, which is rarely considered in traditional

SIR models. As beliefs and behaviors are related, excessive lockdown measures might not be

useful when individuals’ behavior is already precautionary and vice versa. Theoretically, this

means that government orders to increase social distancing are not the only instrument to

fight the negative externality of insufficient social distancing. Moreover, by taking the “pulse of

the nation”, social media offer opportunities for policy makers to better understand people’s

beliefs and to adapt their policies accordingly. Governments have a unique chance to get a bet-

ter understanding of how citizens feel about social distancing and how they perceive policies
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implemented in the fight against COVID-19. Governments could communicate differently, or

re-conceptualize their policies in order to match with citizens’ behaviors.

There are, of course, limitations to our analysis. The timing and the location of the beliefs

displayed on social networks follows the spread of the infection and the anticipation of the risk

of contamination. By the same token, state orders are not randomly assigned and result from

comparing the economic costs and health outcomes of the measures. If Republicans are more

reluctant to enforce social distancing, Republican governors might also be slower to adopt a

social distancing policy. We cannot rule out that the spread of contamination and state orders

have both direct and indirect effects, via beliefs shared on Twitter, on mobility. Furthermore,

we use data aggregated at the state level as it was not possible to derive the demographic char-

acteristics of age, occupation and social class from Twitter user at the individual level. We use

fixed effects and time effects to partially control for the bias of data on Twitter towards higher

incomes and urban areas but we cannot completely control for differences in the dynamics at

the individual level. This topic could be treated in a future study.

As fake news in social media represent a threat in the fight against the pandemic, and given

the recent medical advances regarding a COVID-19 vaccine, we believe that policy makers

could use social media to better understand and fight the growing anti-vaccine movement that

could undermine efforts to end the coronavirus pandemic.
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